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Abstract—We propose the system that offers only the article
that is the relation to topics to the user in this research. When
the user wants to read the article that is the relation to topics,
the user must click the link to the article. Therefore, it is difficult
for the user to read only the article related to topics. Moreover,
there is the article that is similar to each other content or article.
Therefore, user must read the article that is similar to other
article. We propose the algorithm to find similar articles. For the
proposed system, we use the feature of reported articles. There
is an outline of the entire article at the beginning of reported
articles.
I. INTRODUCTION
The web news sites become popular, but the whole image
of news is not understood easily because one news has divided
into some articles. On the other hand, the newspaper and the
television are comprehensible. We think that it is a cause that
the web news is not arranged. The portal site (such as Yahoo
JAPAN News [1]) is news collection site. If news is a little
related to other news, it becomes related news and is made a
link to related news. Moreover, the portal site publishes the
article on a large number of newspapers and news agencies.
Therefore, there are a large number of related contents, but it
is difficult to read articles that user actually wants to read.
The text mining is effective for this problem [2], [3], [4].
There are some previous work for the summary of the news
article [5], [6], [7]. However, it doesn’t go well in the proposal
method because the news article on Web is short. There is
previous work for web document focusing on topic transition
processes [8]. We paid attention to a time connection of the
article.
We propose the system that offers only the article that is the
relation to topics to the user in this research. When the user
wants to read the article that is the relation to topics, the user
must click the link to the article. Therefore, it is difficult for the
user to read only the article related to topics. Moreover, there
is the article that is similar to each other content or article.
Therefore, user must read the article that is similar to other
article. We propose the algorithm to find similar articles. For
the proposed system, we use the feature of reported articles.
There is an outline of the entire article at the beginning of
reported articles.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
This chapter describes a proposed algorithm for low related
articles and similar articles are deleted from the list of the
news of topics.
This system extracts only a high relativity article from the
article list including high/low relativity articles about topics
that the user wants to learn. Moreover, the article on a similar
contents are searched out, and deleted. In this paper, we decide
a high relativity article which includes main content as related
to topics. Moreover, we think that same information of the
article with the high similarity is contained in other articles.
For the necessity for confirming the content clicking the
link to the article to know the relativity of the article to exist,
and to read only a high relativity article, it can be said that it
is inconvenient under the present situation. Moreover, because
a large number of similar articles exist, too the possibility
of reading the article on almost the same content is high. It
is thought that the site where a large number of volume of
information with high possibility that the problem becomes
a relief exists is the best for the verification of this system.
Yahoo! JAPAN news has a large number of topics, and its
source are from many newspaper sites. So, in this paper, we
discuss “Yahoo! JAPAN news” site for experiment. It paid
attention to the tendency that the entire summary was written
in the part at the beginning about the news article when
the proposed system was designed. Because the point of the
entire article has been brought together in the sentence at
the beginning, the outline can be understood. Therefore, we
use beginning sentences of article for analysis. The system is
mounted by the Java application.
We describe the proposed algorithm of extracting high
relativity article from the article group of topics of Yahoo!
JAPAN news, and deleting URL of a similar article.
The flow of the algorithm is shown below.
1) input top-page URL of topics
2) get the beginning sentence and the delivery date
3) process morphological analysis using MeCab [9]
4) extract keywords
5) extract high relativity articles
6) delete similar articles
7) outout results
The user acquires URL of topics that the user wants to learn
from the top page of topics of news and the program outputs
URLs to the text file. At this time, we think the article only in
the image thought that the content is low relativity, then that
URL is excluded. Moreover, the link is not acquired when
there is a page such as other newspapers because it targets
only Yahoo! JAPAN news in this paper.
It accesses acquired URL, and the sentence to the punctu-
ation of the start of the text and the delivery date is acquired.
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Because the noun decreases when one sentence of the start is
short, the following punctuation is acquired in addition, and it
outputs it to the text file for 20 characters or less. Moreover,
delivery time of the article is acquired, and it outputs it to
the text file with URL of the article. But, for the situation
that there is no abstract sentences at the beginning. Then, the
some sentences until punctuation are extracted when the first
sentence is shorter than the threshold. It sets it to 25 characters
as a result of experimenting on the number of strokes that
becomes a standard.
The extracted part of speech is sorted to the lexical order,
and a large number of consecutive nouns are found. It thinks
this noun to be a noun that characterizes the relativity of
topics, and only the article with this noun is output to the
text file. However, when the same in one article two nouns
or more exist, it counts with one. Moreover, the article not
extracted is output to another text file. We use of the expression
agreement technique to consider the number of extracted
words. The following equation is used for the expression
agreement technique [10]. In the equation, x is a number of
words of sentences X that become standards, y is a number of
words of sentences Y that become the object of comparisons,
and m is a number of words that appears in both X and Y. It
experimented to set the evaluation value as well as algorithm
1. As a result, if Score(X, Y) is larger than 60%, it is judged








We think that it is rare that same topics exist in two days
or more. It is based on the newest article in the extracted
relativity and high article, the nouns on the day before article
are compared. If the noun more than the evaluation value of
nouns that exist in the article that became a standard exists in
the article on the object of comparison, it is judged that two
articles are similar and deletes an old article.
As an output result, the extracted URLs are written to the
html file with the title of the article, newspaper site name
in delivery origin, delivery date, extracted nouns and opening
sentences. Moreover, URL of low relativity articles and similar
articles are output to the text file respectively. (See Fig. 1)
III. CONCLUSION
It is thought that the extraction result in which accuracy is
high can be generated by considering the shake of the synonym
and the mark of the morpheme not considered in the algorithm
of this system, and the appearance order. We think about the
use of the parsing tool [11]. Because a relativity judgment is
an algorithm that one noun extracted of the deletion only by
not existing at the beginning in the sentence, the number of
nouns that become standards of the comparison is increased.
It is thought that the false detection that deletes a relativity
and high article can be eliminated by assuming the algorithm
considered that relativity is high if there is those nouns.
Moreover, at similar articles detection, articles are compared
Fig. 1. Output of proposed system
after the noun of high frequent occurrence is excluded, and
there is a possibility the keywords can be extracted.
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